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Abstract

A recently discovered ion acceleration mechanism, which appears to occur naturally in Earth’s ionosphere, holds promise as an effective means to energize ions for applications in thermonuclear fusion and space plasma propulsion. Unlike previously known mechanisms for energizing plasmas with electrostatic (ES) waves, and which accelerate only ions whose initial velocities are above a certain threshold (close to the wave’s phase velocity), the new acceleration mechanism involving pairs of beating ES waves is non-resonant and can accelerate ions with arbitrarily small initial velocities. This offers a more effective way to couple energy to plasmas. I will discuss the fundamentals of the nonlinear dynamics of a single magnetized ion interacting with a pair of beating ES waves and show that there exists necessary and sufficient conditions for the phenomenon to occur. I will then present recent results from a dedicated experiment in my lab in which laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements of ion energies have provided the first laboratory observation of this acceleration mechanism. The talk will conclude with a few ideas on how the fundamental insight can be applied to develop novel plasma propulsion concepts.
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